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The following highlights summarise some of the main
achievements of the Experimental Therapeutics Programme
( ETP ) during 2021 :
PI3K inhibitors. Several years ago, we developed a series of
advanced preclinical PI3K inhibitors. This year, in
December 2021, the CNIO and TOTUS Medicines entered
into a license agreement to develop a new generation of PI3K
inhibitors. Through a unique drug discovery platform that
combines different machine learning techniques, TOTUS will
use the knowledge generated by the Experimental Therapeutics
Programme to develop novel PI3K inhibitors that are more
powerful, longer lasting, and with fewer side effects than those
developed by other organisations.
CDK8 inhibitors ( CDK8-is ). We established a collaboration
with A. López Martínez at IdiPaz ( Hospital Universitario La
Paz, Madrid ) to evaluate the potential activation of NK cells
by CDK8-is. The ex-vivo activation of NK cells could improve
their immunotherapeutic activity to treat paediatric solid
tumours. Next year, we will proceed in this direction.
Mastl inhibitors ( MASTL-is ). ( In collaboration with
Marcos Malumbres' Group ). In 2021, we further optimised
our MASTL-is, paying special attention to their ADMET
profiles. We have now identified ETP-715 as a frontrunner
inhibitor with improved overall properties ( biochemical
potency, kinase selectivity, cell activity and ADMET ). We
are now characterising its pharmacokinetic properties and
will continue optimising it in the next stage. Additionally,
we have synthesised a collection of around 100 PROTACslike molecules. During 2021, we optimised the degradation
capacity of our initial hits. As a result, we discovered the new
MASTL-PROTAC ETP-823, which showed potent and durable
MASTL degradation in selected cell lines. For example, in
MCF7 cells, ETP-823 showed DC50 ~ 500 nM with maximal
( 96%) and long-lasting degradation of MASTL ( 72h in the
presence of ETP-823, and 24h after its washout ). We will
continue their optimisation in 2022.
TRF1. ( In collaboration with Maria A. Blasco’s Group ). In 2021,
we focused our activities on our search for direct-TRF1
inhibitors. We had previously set up a “ proximity assay ” to
identify small molecules that disrupt the binding of TRF1 to
ds-telomeric DNA. In 2020, we carried out a virtual screening
campaign against the DNA-binding domain of TRF1.
Subsequent wet screening campaigns led to several hit
molecules, which were subjected to triage and validation
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“ ETP continues to give
support to Drug Discovery
and Chemical Biology
projects at the CNIO, and
to collaborate with external
partners in the discovery
of new therapeutic agents.”
processes in 2021. The overall results showed that only one
compound, ETP-631, qualified as potential hit. The direct
interaction of ETP-631 with TRF1 by thermal shift techniques
is currently under investigation. We also selected, from our
ETP Library, a set of compounds with a preferred functional
group present in several literature examples of protein-DNA
disruptors. This collection of compounds has been tested in
the proximity assay. Interestingly, 3 potential hits have emerged
from this screening, which are currently undergoing triage
and validation processes.
SETD8 inhibitors. ( In collaboration with Oscar FernándezCapetillo’s Group ). The main objective of this project is to
generate and optimise novel SET8 inhibitors ( SETD8-is ) as
new therapeutic agents. During 2021, we performed
biochemical screening campaigns with several ETP-libraries
searching for covalent inhibitors. Several compounds were
identified as potential hits. We are now characterising their
covalent mechanisms of action via detection of the SETD8ligand adducts by mass spectrometry and their competitiveness
against the substrate and/or SAM cofactor. Next, we plan to
initiate the SAR exploration of these molecules.
Other projects. ETP has provided support to several CNIO
researchers in exploratory projects directed towards the
discovery of new therapeutic agents against tyrosyl DNA
phosphodiesterase ( TDP2 ) ( Felipe Cortés ), PrimPol ( Juan
Méndez ), brain metastasis ( Manuel Valiente ), and malignant
peripheral nerve sheath tumours ( MPNST ) ( Héctor Peinado ).
ETP has also collaborated with Refoxy Pharma ( Berlin,
Germany ) and VIB ( Flanders Institute for Biotechnology,
Belgium ) in drug discovery research projects. s
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OVERVIEW
The Medicinal Chemistry ( MedChem ) Section is part of the
multidisciplinary Experimental Therapeutics Programme
( ETP ) focused on early drug discovery activities. ETP is
integrated into the CNIO’s structure, and acts as a bridge
between basic research groups in cancer biology and the
pharmaceutical industry, with the aim of transferring the
results obtained in basic research laboratories to products,
potential drugs that help to understand the biology of cancer,
or the development of new therapies. The Section deals with
the design, synthesis, and optimisation of compounds, classical
inhibitors, and degraders such as PROTACs, which are then
characterised by ETP’s Biology Section, in order to evaluate
their potency in biological targets in vitro and in vivo and
ultimately to demonstrate their efficacy and mechanisms of
action in animal models ( in vivo proof-of-concept ). The Section
is also involved in the synthesis of high-quality chemical tools
that help to decipher the mechanism of action of an observed
phenotype in cellular assays, as well as in the synthesis of
reference compounds that assist basic researchers in their
investigations.
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“ In our MASTL project, we
generated the first MASTL PROTAC
( ETP-823 ) that potently degrades
MASTL protein via E3 ligase and
proteasome recruitment.”
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Our MedChem activities in 2021 mainly focused on the
following projects :
Telomeric repeat binding factor 1 ( TRF1 ) inhibitors
This project is led by Maria A. Blasco ( Telomeres and
Telomerase Group ). During 2020, the Biology Section
developed an assay to measure the binding of TRF1 to telomeric
DNA, and different wet screening campaigns were run. To
date we have identified potential “ direct ” inhibitors of TRF1
that do not interfere with the assay system nor with DNA. We
are currently involved in their validation by re-synthesising
them to confirm the observed activity with pure compounds,
as well as by synthesising some direct analogues to establish
a preliminary SAR of the series.
Microtubule-associated serine/threonine protein
kinase-like ( MASTL ) inhibitors
This project is being carried out in collaboration with Marcos
Malumbres ( Cell Division and Cancer Group ). We are
following 2 different chemical strategies in this project ; on
the one hand, we are immersed in the fine optimisation of the
main chemical series of MASTL inhibitors, in which we have
identified a potent, cell active, and selective compound without
cardiotoxic alerts ( ETP-715 ). Our objective is to obtain an
orally bioavailable compound to carry out efficacy studies in
mouse models. On the other hand, we are exploring the
development of PROTACs ( Proteolysis Targeting Chimeras )
molecules to degrade MASTL, not only to inhibit its catalytic
activity. Chemically induced degradation of proteins, based
on hijacking the natural protein degradation machinery
present in cells as a mechanism to degrade proteins of interest
( POI ) linked to disease, has emerged as an innovative approach
in drug discovery ( DD ) and development. This concept has
been put into practice by designing and synthesising heterobifunctional small molecules, the so-called PROTACs. Unlike
traditional drugs, PROTACs aim to reversibly eliminate the
aberrantly functioning protein rather than inhibiting its
( catalytic ) function. PROTACs follow an event-driven rather
than an occupancy-driven pharmacological paradigm and,
importantly, act catalytically to degrade super stoichiometric
amounts of the target protein. The mechanism of action of
PROTACs implies more robust and durable pharmacological
effects than just inhibition, providing some advantages, such
as the use of lower and/or intermittent dosing regimens, which
in turn can lead to improvement of the therapeutic index for
PROTACs based drugs, due to reduction or elimination of
dose-limiting toxicity adverse events related to off-targets.
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These molecules consist of 3 components : a target proteinbinding moiety, a degradation machinery-recruiting unit
( typically an E3 ubiquitin ligase ), and a linker that couples
these 2 functionalities. During 2021, we continued our activities
in this field by increasing the number of PROTACs synthesised
along with the negative probes required to determine their
mode of action. As a result of this exploration, we identified 1
PROTAC ( ETP-823, FIGURE 1 ) with a degradation
concentration 50 of 0.63 µM in the MM1.S cell line that will
help us to better understand MASTL biology. We are currently
involved in the fine optimisation of this PROTAC to improve
its potency and confer it with in vivo properties.
Histone H4-lysine 20 N-methyltransferase ( SETD8 )
inhibitors
In collaboration with Óscar Fernández Capetillo ( Genomic
Insability Group ), the aim of this project, incorporated into
the ETP in 2021, is to generate and optimise SETD8
methyltransferase inhibitors as new therapeutic agents.
In 2020, we started our activities by synthesising and acquiring
some reference compounds. The initial chemical exploration
around some identified hits from Capetillo’s Lab rendered
several compounds, but in the micromolar range. On the other
hand, the screening of irreversible molecules identified hits
with low micromolar activity. The hits were synthesised in
good purity to validate their mechanisms of action, and in
parallel we initiated a chemical strategy based on the synthesis
of covalent compounds.

FIGURE 1 ( A ) Representation of
PROTAC ETP-823 binding to the
kinase domain of human MASTL
protein ( PDB 5LOH ) through MASTL

Ligand, and to E3 Ligase through the
co r re s p o n d i n g L i g a n d . ( B )
Components of ETP-823 PROTAC.

Apart from the drug discovery activities, we give support to
several Groups by synthesising reference compounds or
purifying compounds to help them with their projects.
During 2021, we carried out these activities for the following
Groups : Epithelial Carcinogenesis, Microenvironment &
Metastasis, Brain Metastasis, Telomeres and Telomerase,
Experimental Oncology, Topology and DNA Breaks. s
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OVERVIEW
Targeted cancer therapies by means of small molecules or
antibodies act on specific molecular targets to block cancer
growth and progression. Kinases have become attractive
molecular targets for the treatment of numerous cancer types ;
hence the U.S. Food and Drug Administration ( FDA ) has
approved many small-molecule kinase inhibitors for clinical
use, some of them irreversible inhibitors. Similarly, given the
importance of epigenetic marks in tumorigenesis, modifiers
of DNA or histones have become attractive therapeutic targets ;
currently, there are 6 epigenetic drugs clinically approved for
cancer treatment by the FDA. In collaboration with Óscar
Fernández-Capetillo, we recently started an early drug
discovery project to develop SETD8 inhibitors, as nonadvanced inhibitors have been described so far. By developing
a non-radioactive assay, we have been able to perform a
screening campaign and identify several molecules as starting
points to obtain good SETD8 inhibitors that are both reversible
and irreversible.
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“ We have identified MASTL
PROTACs with a nanomolar
degradation concentration 50 and
a maximum 93% degradation of
MASTL via E3 ligase and proteasome
recruitment.”
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Microtubule-associated serine/threonine protein
kinase-like ( MASTL )
This project is undertaken in collaboration with the CNIO
Cell Division and Cancer Group. We tested in our biochemical
assay using active human full-length MASTL protein,
around 250 new compounds, both MASTL-is and MASTL
PROTAC-like molecules. For the most potent biochemical
inhibitors and PROTACs molecules, we measured MASTL
engagement in cells ( BRET assay ). In the case of PROTACs,
we also evaluated their MASTL degradation capacity in cells
in order to determine the best linker length and binding to
E3 ligase ligand. We identified a nanomolar MASTL degrader
( ETP-823 ) that will be used to study its pharmacological
implications ( FIGURE 1 ). In addition, we characterised the
ADME-T properties of our most potent MASTL-is to identify
the compound with the best pharmacokinetic profile.
Telomeric repeat binding factor 1 ( TRF1 )
This project is carried out in collaboration with the CNIO
Telomeres and Telomerase Group. We are working to identify
disruptors of TRF1 binding to ds telomeric DNA. After virtual
screening and wet assay, only 1 compound, ETP-631, qualified
as a potential hit ; more orthogonal assays to validate the direct
binding to hTRF1 are under study. We also performed a new
screening of a collection of 1500 molecules selected from our
ETP-library that bear a privileged structure to disrupt proteinDNA complexes. After analogue searching, we identified
several hits from different chemical series. We are now
validating these hits applying orthogonal assays against TRF1
and the TelDNA probe, such as CETSA and the fluorescent
displacement assay, respectively, using freshly prepared and/
or resynthesized samples. Compounds that disrupt the binding
of TRF1 to ds telomeric DNA by binding to TRF1 will be tested
in a TRF1 phenotypic assay.

is being validated by biochemical assays and proteomics in
order to gain information to improve activity.

FIGURE 1 PROTAC MASTL ( ETP-823 ) downregulates
the protein levels of its target. ( A ) Model of PROTACinduced degradation. ( B ) Dose-dependent
downregulation of MASTL levels in MCF-7 after 24h
treatment with ETP-823. ( C ) Degradation
concentration 50, maximum degradation concentration
and duration of MASTL degradation. ( D ) ETP-823 ’s
degradation is dependent on the proteasome and the
presence of the linkage between both targeting
ligands. MCF-7 cells were treated with the indicated
compounds for 24 h and analysed by Western blotting.
MLN4924 : NEDD8-Activating Enzyme inhibitor ;
Bortezomib : proteasome inhibitor.

Collaborations with other CNIO Groups
ETP-Biology provided support for in vivo studies of selected
compounds and drugs, such as pharmacokinetics, distribution
and/or antitumour efficac y, performed by the
Microenvironment and Metastasis and the Brain Metastasis
Groups. Furthermore, in collaboration with the DNA
Replication Group, we prepared hits identified in a virtual
screening campaign for the validation of PrimPol inhibitors.
We also gave technical support by setting up a biochemical
assay to be able to perform screening campaigns for the
Topology and DNA Breaks Group and the H12O - CNIO
Haematological Malignancies Clinical Research Unit. Finally,
we collaborated with the Experimental Oncology Group,
helping to validate RNAseq data with small molecules.
Collaborations with other institutions
Target X. ETP-Biology performed biomarker evaluation studies
against target X in a previous collaboration with VIB ( the
Flanders Institute for Biotechnology ).
Refoxy Pharma collaboration. ETP-Biology gave logistics and
data analysis support. s

∞
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SET domain containing lysine methyltransferase 8
( SETD8 )
This project is conducted in collaboration with the CNIO
Genomic Instability Group. Our main objective is to generate
and optimise novel SET8 inhibitors as new therapeutic agents.
In 2021, we performed a screening campaign with a commercial
library of 1500 irreversible molecules, through which several
hits were identified and some validated after resynthesis.
Moreover, a small internal library of irreversible molecules
was tested identifying possible hits with low micromolar
activity. The irreversible mechanism of action of all the hits
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SCIENTIFIC CONTEXT
Cancer can be defined as the uncontrolled growth and division
of cells, leading to tumour formation, invasion, and metastases.
Unlike normal cells that require growth factor signals, tumour
cells often have mutations that result in constitutively active
(“ always on ”) signaling pathways that drive aberrant cell
growth and division. In order to fulfil the high nutrient demand
required for their continuous growth, tumour cells have
reprogrammed their basal metabolism from an oxidative to
a more glycolytic/anabolic one, even in the presence of oxygen.
Major molecular mechanisms involved in the process have
been identified and characterised. It was found that both
oncogenes ( Ras, Myc ) and tumour suppressor genes ( p53,
RB, LKB1 ) impart an altered metabolic phenotype in cancer
cells by regulating genes involved in central metabolic
pathways.

of these mechanisms of resistance could lead to the
identification of biomarkers predicting the clinical response
to CDKis, the identification of other types of tumours also
responsive to CDKis, synthetic lethality, and more precise
combination therapies.
Our laboratory has collaborated with Eli Lilly Alcobendas
( Madrid ) and Marcos Malumbres ’ Cell Division and Cancer
Group at the CNIO to validate molecular targets involved in
mechanisms of sensitivity and resistance to CDK4/6 inhibitors
identified through a CRISPR/Cas9 library screen. One of our
goals was to study how CDKis may affect tumour metabolic
reprogramming. FIGURE 1 shows how both abemaciclib and
palbociclib specifically target oxidative phosphorylation
metabolism while leaving glycolysis unaffected. s

Cyclins and cyclin-dependent protein kinases ( CDKs ) are
important regulators of the cell cycle. In recent years, several
highly effective CDK inhibitor ( CDKi ) drugs such as
abemaciclib and palbociclib have been approved for the
treatment of hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative
advanced breast cancer in combination with endocrine therapy,
demonstrating substantial improvements in patient
progression-free and overall survival. Many tumours eventually
develop resistance to these drugs. The precise characterization
SCOPE OF THE ELI LILLY - CNIO PARTNERSHIP
Eli Lilly and CNIO are collaborating on the identification and
validation of novel targets in cancer immunometabolism. Our
Section is funded through a research contract with Eli Lilly
and focuses on identifying small molecular weight molecules
that regulate the metabolism of malignant cells, with the
objective of killing them either directly, by acting synergistically
with other antitumour agents, or indirectly by activating the
antitumour immune response. Exploring how to better target
these mechanisms would lead to better and more efficient
therapeutic options.

based assays exploiting advanced techniques such as
extracellular flux analysis ( Seahorse technology ), nuclear
magnetic resonance, metabolomics and immunophenotyping.
Finally, each target goes through an in vivo validation process
using xenografts, allografts and mouse models developed at
the CNIO. This includes the use of non-invasive in vivo imaging
technologies, and immune histochemical characterisation of
tumours for different metabolic, immune and tumour markers.
The final step is the validation in human samples using tumour
tissue arrays.

A combination of in vitro and in vivo approaches is being
utilised to obtain a complete understanding of tumour
metabolic reprogramming and the antitumour response. For
this purpose, we developed a series of biochemical and cell-
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FIGURE 1 Extracellular fluid analysis of
breast cancer cell lines treated with CDKi
abemaciclib or palbociclib. Both the
extracellular acidification rate ( ECAR ), a
measure of the glycolytic status of the
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cell ( A ), as well as the oxygen
consumption rate ( OCR ), a mitochondrial
test ( B ), were measured using a Seahorse
XPF analyzer. CDKi inhibitors greatly
inhibit mitochondrial metabolism
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